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L E T T E R F R O M
T H E P R E S I D E N T

E

arly in my career I was at a foreign language
conference and told another teacher that I
taught Latin. She, a French teacher if I remember correctly, looked at me frostily. “It’s your people’s fault
that we teach language all the wrong way.” I was a little hurt,
and only when I had time later to reflect in tranquility did I
recognize that hers was a fuzzy logic. She was suggesting that it
was somehow our fault that the modern language teachers were
using our methods for their ends, when our goals of getting students to read Latin with accuracy, facility, understanding, and
enjoyment are far different from those of a modern language
classroom.
Since that conversation a millennium ago, I think most
strong modern language programs have come to focus on communicative proficiency and to use different methods from the
old grammar-translation method of my youth. Latin too has
changed and there is, for example, much more focus on Active
Latin in classrooms all around New England. We as a profession have, in my opinion, achieved one of the goals confronting
us when I was beginning my teaching career. Our introductory classes are accessible to a much wider range of students and
many types of learners can be successful in our Latin classes. Our
long term goals for these students are still a subject of lively debate. Is our primary goal still to enable students to read Latin? Is
spoken Latin a means to this end, or an end in itself ? Is it better
to have students talk about their own clothing or about their attire as if they were dressed as a Roman? This conversation can go
in many directions with passionate and skilled practitioners on
either side of various questions. What are we teaching in Latin
classes and how are we best to teach it? Our Annual Meeting in
March at Smith College will be a splendid opportunity for you
to engage in this conversation with your colleagues from all over
New England.
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Please see elsewhere in this issue or our website caneweb.org for
how to submit a proposal for this conference or to apply for one
of the many scholarships we offer to our members. If you have
never been to our Annual Meeting, I encourage you to apply
for the Finnegan-Plante Scholarship, which supports first-time
attendees whose institution is not providing funding. Please
check the Resources tab on our website for the many other ways
CANE can help you.
I recently attended a planning meeting for the Pioneer Valley Classical Association’s Classics Day MMXVI to be held in
January at Mount Holyoke College. It was a perfect example of
what our profession and CANE do so well: college, high school,
and middle school teachers working together for the benefit of
our students. I think many of us teaching in secondary schools
recognize that our peers in other disciplines have nothing available to them like what CANE offers us. The professional development opportunities focused not just on pedagogy, but on
the content of our field, the camaraderie of colleagues similarly
committed to sharing our Classical heritage with the next generation, these are invaluable. May your students, your studies and
your colleagues sustain you through the depths of winter and
may the spring find you flying to the bright city of Northampton
for that magical shot in the arm that our Annual Meeting gives
each of us.
Sean Smith
President, Classical Association of New England
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